Given many of Comrade Miah Simone's concerns, I would like to state
that find their framing of their reforms to be unnecessarily
inflammatory and uncomradely, but the comrade may be surprised to note
that I agree with many of them, and would go further on some. While
the party is younger, younger than is acknowledged by Comrade Simone's
tone, the cultivation of comrades into our organization's democratic
culture must be achieved if growth is to be meaningful. Here are my
proposals for future consideration
1 As sated by comrade Simone, We revive the organized supporter
2 category and require all prospective comrades be under this aegis in
3 the beginning of the process.
1 Require a formal endorsement from a full member.
1 Provisional membership for no less than three months, but full
membership should require the successful completion of a basic
educational program within those three months as set up by a
educational committee and the CC/executive of the organization.
2 Interview with a member of the CC/executive and a non-CC member
with notes from both posted publicly to the entire party after
executive decision. The CC/executive member who does the
interview
should rotate, and all CC/executive members should do this as part of
their duties
3 The participation in some party organ if one is not attached to a
branch. Hopefully the expansion of party organs will facilitate this
over time.
4 Transparency on voting internal to the party regards and a letter
explaining rejection to the individual.
5 A simple majority with the head executive/general secretary
breaking the tie for membership at this level.
--For comrades joining an established committee:
1 Require a letter of recommendation from a full member.
2 Provisional membership for no less than three months with
completion of the education program
. 3. Majority vote of approval by committee in question or the party
organ in question .
1 Interview with a member of the CC and Interview with a member of
the CC/executive and a non-CC member with notes from both posted
publicly to the entire party after executive decision.

2

Majority vote of approval by the CC with with the head
executive/general secretary.
Sincerely,
C. Derick Varn

